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RhilaPrime is the Middle Eastâ€™s first online travel club. They offer travel deals and hotel deals for up
to 70% off the usual luxury price. RhilaPrime showcases luxury destinations throughout the world at
prices that are impossible to find elsewhere. Members will have an exclusive catalogue of five star
hotels to choose from, however the reduced prices are subject to limited time period. RihlaPrime
travelers can also enjoy endless privileges, including room upgrades, complimentary spa
treatments, excursions and other luxuries. Membership to this private club is free, however obtained
through referrals by existing members or by requesting an invitation.

The name RihlaPrime comes from the 13th century Arab traveler Ibn Battutaâ€™s journey, Rihla. The
private travel club sets out to impress travelers and transform travel trends in the Middle East.

Shahdad Jahanbani is the managing director of RihlaPrime and he strives to bring great travel deals
to exotic locales for members in his club.

RihlaPrime has a vast collection of hotels offering luxury hotel deals for the traveler who wants a
dream vacation at a very affordable price.

Based in Dubai, RihlaPrime offer a range of opportunities for its members, from eco-friendly treks to
Mount Everest, to Balinese villas with dedicated chefs.

Over 100 exclusive hotels are clamoring  to feature,  including Sir Richard Bransonâ€™s Private Safari
Ulusaba, the Kempinski, Viceroy, Intercontinental, Taj, Dusit Thani Maldives, and Aman Resorts in
Bali among others, RihlaPrime is aiming to be the reference of choice for Middle East travelers
looking for uncompromising luxury at prices not available anywhere else.

This company looks to be poised to provide travel deals unlike any other in the region. With their
passion for luxury and opulence, they offer only the best experience out there, and they want to
cater to their members. RihlaPrime seems to be striving to bring the dream of a great luxury
vacation to anyone regardless of their station in life or their economic circumstance. What a
fantastic idea in a world where many are struggling to make ends meet and wouldnâ€™t have the option
of such great hotel deals. Without the travel deals offered by RihlaPrime, most folks would just have
a run-of-mill vacation, if they had a vacation at all.

Welcome to luxury deals and luxury travel brought to you by the most premiere online travel club in
the Middle East. Check them out today for great travel deals and fantastic hotel deals. Start
planning today for that trip of a lifetime!
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